


I am a failed shortstop. As a young man, I saw myself diving to my left, 
graceful as a toppling tree, fielding high grounders like a cat leaping for 
butterflies, bracing my right foot and tossing to first, the throw true as if a 
steel ribbon connected my hand and the first baseman's glove. I dreamed of 
leading the American League in hitting-being inducted into the Hall of 
Fame. I batted .217 in my senior year of high school and averaged 1.3 
errors per nine innings. 

I know the stadium will be deserted; nevertheless I wheel my car down 
off the freeway, park, and walk across the silent lot, my footsteps rasping 
and mournful. Strangle-grass and creeping charlie are already inching up 
through the gravel, surreptitious, surprised at their own ease. Faded bottle 
caps, rusted bits of chrome, an occasional paper clip, recede into the earth. 
I circle a ticket booth, sun-faded, empty, the door closed by an oversized 
padlock. I walk beside the tall, machinery-green, board fence. A half mile 
away a few cars hiss along the freeway; overhead a single-engine plane 
fizzes lazily. The whole place is silent as an empty classroom, like a house 
suddenly without children. 

It is then that I spot the door-shape. I have to check twice to be sure it 
is there: a door cut in the deep green boards of the fence, more the promise 
of a door than the real thing, the kind of door, as children, we cut in the 
sides of cardboard boxes with our mother's paring knives. As I move closer, 
a golden circle of lock, like an acrimonious' eye, establishes its certainty. 

I stand, my nose so close to the door I can smell the faint odor of 
paint, the golden eye of a lock inches from my own eyes. My desire to be 
inside the ballpark is so great that for the first time in my life I commit a 
criminal act. I have been a locksmith for over forty years. I take the small 
tools from the pocket of my jacket, and in less time than it would take a 
speedy runner to circle the bases I am inside the stadium. Though the 
ballpark is open-air, it smells of abandonment; the walkways and seating 
areas are cold as basements. I breathe the odors of rancid popcorn and 
wilted cardboard. 

The maintenance staff were laid off when the strike began. Synthetic 
grass does not need to be cut or watered. I stare down at the ball diamond, 
where just to the right of the pitcher's mound, a single weed, perhaps two 
inches high, stands defiant in the rain-pocked dirt. 

1. acrimonious: bitter; harsh. 
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Japanese baseball magazines with pictures of superstars politely bowing to 
one another. She has a season ticket in Yokohama; on the first-base side. 

"Tell him a baseball fan is here to  see him," is all I will say to his secretary. 
His office is in a skyscraper, from which he can look out over the city to 
where the prairie rolls green as mountain water to  the limits of the eye. I 

i wait all afternoon in the artificially cool, glassy reception area with its yel- 
low and mauve chairs, chrome and glass coffee tables. Finally, in the late 
afternoon, my message is passed along. 

"I've seen you at the baseball stadium," I say, not introducing myself. 

my left. You have a red scorebook and you often bring your daughter . . ." 
"Granddaughter. Yes, she goes to sleep in my lap in the late innings, 

but she knows how to calculate an ERA and she's only in Grade 2." 
"One of my greatest regrets," says this tall man, whose moustache and 

carefully styled hair are polar-bear white, "is that my grandchildren all live 
over a thousand miles away. You're very lucky. Now, what can I do for you?" 

"I have an idea," I say. "One that's been creeping toward me like a first 
baseman when the bunt sign is on. What do you think about artificial turf?" 

is meant to be played on summer evenings and Sunday afternoons, on grass 
just cut by a horse-drawn mower," and we smile as our eyes meet. 

"I've discovered the ballpark is open, to me anyway," I go on. "There's 
no  one there while the strike is on. 'l'he wind blows through the high top 
of the grandstand, whining until the pigeons in the rafters flutter. It's 
lonely as a ghost town." 

"And what is it you do there, alone with the pigeons?" 
"I dream." 
"And where do I come in?" 
"You've always struck me as a man who dreams. I think we have things 

in common. I think you might like to come with me. I could show you 
what I dream, paint you pictures, suggest what might happen . . ." 

He studies me carefully for a moment, like a pitcher trying to decide if 
he can trust the sign his catcher has just given him. 

I 

"Tonight?" he says. "Would tonight be too soon?" 
"Park in the northwest corner of the lot about 1:00 A.M. There is a door 

about fifty yards to the right of the nlain gate. I'll open it when I hear you." 
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"A square of sod two inches thick . . . I 1  

"Of the same grass?" 
"Of the same grass. But there's more." 
"I suspected as much." 
"You must have a friend ..." 
"Who would join us?" 
"Yes." 
"I have two. Would that be all right?" 
"I trust your judgment." 
"My father. He's over eighty," my friend says. "You might have seen 

him with me once or twice. He lives over fifty miles from here, but if I call 
him he'll come. And my friend . . ." 

"If they pay their admission they'll be welcome . . ." 
"And they may have friends . . ." 
"Indeed they may. But what will we do with this?" I say, holding up the 

sticky-backed square of turf, which smells of glue and fabric. 
"We could mail them anonymously to baseball executives, politicians, 

clergymen." 
"Gentle reminders not to tamper with Nature." 
We dance toward the exit, rampant with excitement. 
"You will come back? You'll bring others?" 
"Count on it," says my friend. 
They do come, those trusted friends, and friends of friends, each mak- 

ing a live, green deposit. At first, a tiny row of sod squares begins to inch 
along toward left-center field. The next night even more people arrive, the 
following night more again, and the night after there is positively a crowd. 
Those who come once seem always to return accompanied by friends, occa- 
sionally a son or young brother, but mostly men my age or older, for we are 
the ones who remember the grass. 

Night after night the pilgrimage continues. The first night I stand inside 
the deep green door, listening. I hear a vehicle stop; hear a car door close 
with a snug thud. I open the door when the sound of soft-soled shoes on 
gravel tells me it's time. The door swings silent as a snake. We nod curt 
greetings to each other. Two men pass me, each carrying a grasshopper- 
legged sprinkler. Later, each sprinkler will sizzle like frying onions as it 
wheels, a silver sparkler in the moonlight. 
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"Aren't you too old to be having a change of life," she says, placing her 
toast-warm hand on my cold thigh. 

I am not the only one with this problem. 
"I'm developing a reputation," whispers an affable6 man at the ballpark. 

i "I imagine any number of private investigators following any number of 
cars across the city. I imagine them creeping about the parking lot, shining 
pen-lights on license plates, trying to guess what we're up to. Think of the 
reports they must prepare. I wonder if our wives are disappointed that we're 
not out discoing with frizzy-haired teenagers?" 

Night after night, virtually no words are spoken. Each man seems to 
know his assignment. Not all bring sod. Some carry rakes, some hoes, some 
hoses, which, when joined together, snake across the infield and outfield, 
dispensing the blessing of water. Others cradle in their arms bags of earth 
for building up the infield to meet the thick, living sod. 

I often remain high in the stadium, looking down on the men moving 
over the earth, dark as ants, each sodding, cutting, watering, shaping. 
Occasionally the moon finds a knife blade as it trims the sod or slices away 
a chunk of artificial turf, and tosses the reflection skyward like a bright ball. 
My body tingles. There should be symphony music playing. Everyone 
should be humming "America The Beautiful." 

Toward dawn, I watch the men walking away in groups, like small 
patrols of soldiers, carrying instead of arms, the tools and utensils which 
breathe life back into the arid ballfield. 

Row by row, night by night, we lay the little squares of sod, moist as 
chocolate cake with green icing. Where did all the sod come from? I picture 
many men, in many parts of the city, surreptitiously7 cutting chunks out of 
their own lawns in the leafy midnight darkness, listening to the uncompre- 
hending protests of their wives the next day-pretending to know nothing 
of it-pretending to have called the police to investigate. 

When the strike is over I know we will all be here to watch the work- 
outs, to hear the recalcitrant8 joints crackling like twigs after the forced 
inactivity. We will sit in our regular seats, scattered like popcorn throughout 

6. affable: friendly. 

7. surreptitiously: secretly. 
8. recalcitrant: not obedient; resistant. 



the stadium, and we'll nod as we pass on the way to the exits, exchange 
secret smiles, proud as new fathers. 

For me, the best part of all will be the surprise. I feel like a magician 
who has gestured hypnotically and produced an elephant from thin air. I 
know I am not alone in my wonder. I know that rockets shoot off in half-a- 
hundred chests, the excitement of birthday mornings, Christmas eves, and 
home-town doubleheaders, boils within each of my conspirators. Our secret 
rites have been performed with love, like delivering a valentine to a sweet- 
heart's door in that blue-steel span of morning just before dawn. 

Players and management are meeting round the clock. A settlement is 
imminent. I have watched the stadium covered square foot by square foot 
until it looks like green graph paper. I have stood and felt the cool odors of 
the grass rise up and touch my face. I have studied the lines between each 
small square, watched those lines fade until they were visible to my eyes 
alone, then not even to them. 

What will the players think, as they straggle into the stadium and find 
the miracle we have created? The old-timers will raise their heads like 
ponies, as far away as the parking lot, when the thrill of the grass reaches 
their nostrils. And, as they dress, they'll recall sprawling in the lush out- 
fields of childhood, the grass as cool as a mother's hand on a forehead. 

"Goodbye, goodbye," we say at the gate, the smell of water, of sod, of 
sweat, small perfumes in the air. Our secrets are safe with each other. We go 
our separate ways. 

Alone in the stadium in the last chill darkness before dawn, I drop to 
my hands and knees in the center of the outfield. My palms are sodden. 
Water touches the skin between my spread fingers. I lower my face to the 
silvered grass, which, wonder of wonders, already has the ephemeral9 odors 
of baseball about it. 



Responding to What You Read 
1. Describe in  one or two paragraphs what the narrator of this story is like, 

what makes him "tick." 

2. "The Thrill of the Grass" is one man's fantasy about how he'd like to  
change his local ball park. While it's a n  entertaining story, it's not  
likely that it could ever occur. What events i n  the story border on  the 
impossible? 

Writer's Workshop 
Create a sports fantasy of your own. If you could change anything you 
wanted about a sport that you love, as this narrator loves baseball, what 
would you change? You can be a player, coach, or fan, but tell your story in  
the first person, as W. P. Kinsella does in  "The Thrill of the Grass." 

Imagine yourself as the Hollywood producer who decides 
that "The Thrill of the Grass" is the perfect material for 
a movie. Do some preliminary work to encourage investors 
to back your production. Whom will you get to direct the 
film? Who will write the screenplay? Which ballpark will 
you use for location shooting? Which famous movie 
stars will you cast in the different roles? Work alone or 
with others to brainstorm your "wish list" for "The 
Thrill of the Grass-the Movie." 


